San Diego Bars that Must be Visited

A list of the best bars in San Diego
Heading to San Diego? Make sure you visit one of the city’s many incredible bars. Take a look at our
list of the best bars that San Diego has to offer

There aren’t many cities in the US, let alone California, that have a higher concentration of world-class
bars. Visitors to this tremendous city are truly spoilt for choice with great variety available depending
on your needs and tastes. If you’re planning a holiday to America anytime soon, perhaps to take
advantage of well-earned Disney California tickets or to see exciting attractions in San Diego, make
sure that you quench your thirst and satisfy your hunger the right way. Take a look at the below
selection of San Diego bars that must be visited and note down the ones you’ll be visiting during your
next trip!

Barleymash

The fun and high-energy downtown bar known as barleymash is an essential addition to your San
Diego to-do list. An establishment that looks to celebrate American culture through its delicious bar
food and a drinks menu that’s supported by the two great US pillars of beer and bourbon, visitors can
hardly go wrong when stopping by for lunch or evening drink. Aron Langellier, owner and operator of
barleymash, spoke to us about why the bar can’t be missed:
“barleymash is a must-experience San Diego restaurant and bar, not only for the excellent food and
stellar drinks but also for the high-energy and fun atmosphere. Whether you come to socialize with
friends, catch a game or just need to rest your feet while wandering downtown, barleymash is the
place to go!
“The menu, designed by well-known San Diego Chef Kevin Templeton, consists of many dishes that
incorporate two barroom staples: beer and bourbon. From the barley flatbreads made from scratch
daily using local beer, to barleymac and cheese bowls, including one topped with roasted Brussels
and whisky-caramelized onions. Chef Kevin strives to source all ingredients as organic, local and
sustainable as possible, so guests know they’re getting great quality when they dine at barleymash.”

